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To Customize click CUSTOMIZE in the bottom corner of the hotsheet widget.

Highlight the Hotsheet you want to Customize and click EDIT CRITERIA.

On the search screen, enter the criteria you’d like your hotsheet to use (for
example- choose your primary county, counties, or city/towns) and click SAVE
at the bottom of the screen.
Note- Each Property Type Hotsheet must be customized one at a time.
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Custom Hotsheets
In addition to the Property Type Hotsheets which have been pre-created for you in the Matrix system, each user
can create an additional 25 custom hotsheets. To create additional hotsheets click on ADD. Select the type of
hotsheet you want to create and give it a name. Then follow the previous instructions on customizing the
hotsheet.

Auto-Emails
To set up a new Auto Email, start by going into a search and entering the criteria of what the client is looking
for. Go to RESULTS and click SAVE and NEW AUTO EMAIL.

Select which contact should receive the auto email, enter a subject and under SCHEDULE choose
either ASAP, DAILY, or MONTHLY. Click SAVE
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Concierge
The Concierge mode allows you to turn on the Auto Email for your client but have the new
matches sent to you for approval. Those listings which are approved will be sent to the client,
and those that are rejected by you will not. To turn on the Concierge feature- follow the
previous steps to set up an Auto Email- but- instead of choosing one of the SCHEDULE
options, check the ENABLE CONCIERGE MODE box under SETTINGS.

At the bottom of the page click SAVE AND GO TO APPROVALS. This will bring you to a list
of the results that currently match your search criteria. Choose which listings you want the
client to receive by checking the listings and clicking APPROVE at the bottom.

Portal
Any time a listing is emailed or sent on an auto-email to a contact- it is sent to them in their
Portal. A portal is a private webpage which allows you to communicate back and forth with your
contact, showing them all the properties they might be interested in and allowing them to
provide feedback. Every contact you enter into Matrix has their own Portal page (nothing you
need to do to create it). Just be sure all of your contacts are saved in Matrix and every time you
email the contact a listing, a link is provided in the email for them to access their portal.
To preview what the Portal looks like for any contact- go to MY MATRIX- CONTACTS- Click on
the name of a contact, and click OPEN PORTAL.
TIP: Contacts can view a short video tutorial on how to use the Portal by clicking HELP in the top right
corner of their Portal.
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Portal (cont.)

The Portal Header (top) and Portal Contact Information (left side) can be customized by going to: MY
MATRIX- MY INFORMATION- HEADER AND FOOTER and PORTAL INFORMATION.

While in their portal, contacts can view listings, mark them as favorites, possibilites, write notes or
discard listings. They can also create their own searches and save them. All activity on the clients
portal is displayed in MY MATRIX- CONTACTS.

Recent Portal visitors are also shown on a widget on your Matrix homepage.

Training Questions?
Email Kristine DiFrancesco
MLSTraining@HGAR.com
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Realist Labels
Realist Tax can be accessed by clicking on the REALIST TAX tab on the top
navigation toolbar in Matrix. In Realist, you can search for one tax record using the
QUICK SEARCH or multiple tax records using the MY SEARCH.
When searching for a bunch of tax records to create mailing labels use the MY
SEARCH. Enter the criteria – for example city and street name- and click SEARCH
(bottom left).

Once your results have populated in the grid on the right, click CREATE LABELS
(bottom right) to generate your mailing labels.
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